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A Comparison of Two Soil Moisture Products S2MP
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Abstract—This paper presents a comparison between the
Sentinel-1/Sentinel-2-derived soil moisture product at plot scale
(S2MP) and the new Copernicus surface soil moisture (C-SSM)
product at 1-km scale over a wide region in southern France.
In this study, both products were first evaluated using in situ
measurements obtained by the calibrated time delay reflectometer
in field campaigns. The accuracy against the in situ measurements
was defined by the correlation coefficient R, the root mean square
difference (RMSD), and the bias and the unbiased root mean square
difference (ubRMSD). Then, the soil moisture estimations from
both SSM products were intercompared over one year (October
2016–October 2017). Both products show generally good agree-
ment with in situ measurements. The results show that using in situ
measurements collected over agricultural areas and grasslands, the
accuracy of the C-SSM is good (RMSD = 6.0 vol%, ubRMSD
= 6.0 vol%, and R = 0.48) but less accurate than the S2MP
(RMSD = 4.0 vol%, ubRMSD = 3.9 vol%, and R = 0.77). The
intercomparison between the two SSM products over one year
shows that both products are highly correlated over agricultural
areas that are mainly used for cereals (R value between 0.5 and 0.9
and RMSE between 4 and 6 vol%). Over areas containing forests
and vineyards, the C-SSM values tend to overestimate the S2MP
values (bias > 5 vol%). In the case of well-developed vegetation
cover, the S2MP does not provide SSM estimations while C-SSM
sometimes provides underestimated SSM values.

Index Terms—Copernicus surface soil moisture (SSM), Sentinel -
1 soil moisture, soil moisture product at plot scale (S2MP), South
France.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNDERSTANDING the water cycle and climate change
requires the spatial and temporal monitoring of the surface

soil moisture (SSM) [1]. The spatiotemporal monitoring of soil
moisture is important in the fields of hydrology, climatology, and
agronomy [2], [3]. For example, monitoring natural phenomena,
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such as drought and floods, requires continuous soil moisture
data because soil moisture is a key variable in the global water
cycle. Moreover, soil moisture data at high spatial resolution
is essential for agricultural management, such as monitoring
of irrigation practices and water requirements of agricultural
areas [4]–[7]. Therefore, continuous soil moisture data at both
high spatial and temporal resolutions are important for many
hydrological and agricultural models.

To estimate soil moisture, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data
are widely used in both C- and X-bands. Soil moisture values
are mainly obtained through the inversion of either physical
[8], [9] or statistical models [10]–[12]. While statistical models
require site calibration, physical models can always be used
to simulate the radar backscattering from radar configuration.
Among the physical models, the integral equation model (IEM)
[9] is the most commonly used to estimate soil moisture over
bare soil or soil with little vegetation cover. Baghdadi et al.
[13], [14] proposed a semiempirical calibration of the IEM to
compensate between the large difference observed between IEM
simulation and real SAR data. To estimate soil moisture over
vegetated areas, the water cloud model (WCM) developed by
Attema and Ulaby [15] is commonly used. In the WCM, the
radar backscattering signal is modeled as a sum of the direct
vegetation contribution and the soil contribution multiplied by
the attenuation factor. Several studies have parametrized the
WCM for different SAR band configurations and for several
crop types [5], [16]. In addition to the inversion of statistical or
physical models for soil moisture retrieval, recent studies have
started reporting the estimation of soil moisture using the change
detection method. In this method, the change in backscattering
coefficients between two successive dates is linked to the change
in soil moisture values where vegetation and roughness are
considered stable [17]–[19]. Currently, several satellite missions
provide SSM estimations at different spatial resolutions: the soil
moisture active passive (SMAP) (level 3: 36 km × 36 km, level
3 enhanced: 9 km× 9 km, and level 2 SMAP/Sentinel-1: 1 km×
1 km) [20], the advanced scatterometer (ASCAT) (level 2 with
three spatial resolution 25 km × 25 km, 12.5 km × 12.5 km,
and 1 km × 1 km) [21], and the soil moisture and ocean salinity
(SMOS) (SMOS INRA-CESBIO level 3: 25 km × 25 km)
[22]. However, the low spatial resolution is not adequate for
water cycle monitoring and for agricultural management at plot
scale.

Recently, the arrival of the Sentinel-1 (S1) SAR satellite
provided users with free open access SAR data at a high spatial
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Fig. 1. (a) Location of the Occitanie region, South France, with the in situ reference plots. (b) Land cover map of Occitanie produced by Theia (http://www.theia-
land.fr/en/thematic-products). (c) Elevation derived from the SRTM DEM of 30-m spatial resolution.

resolution (10 m × 10 m) and high revisit time (six days over
Europe). The S1 mission from the European Space Agency is a
constellation of two polar orbiting SAR satellites (Sentinel-1A
and Sentinel-1B) operating in the C-band (∼5.4 GHz). The S1A
and S1B SAR sensors operate in four acquisition modes: strip
map, interferometric wide swath (IW), extrawide swath (EW),
and wave (WV). Among the four modes, the IW mode provides
images with a spatial resolution of 10 m × 10 m. The SAR
data of the S1 mission at high spatial and temporal resolutions
have encouraged mapping soil moisture in an operational mode.
Paloscia et al. [12] used the neural network (NN) technique
to invert the Sentinel-1 SAR C-band and estimate the SSM
values. Mattia et al. [17] estimated soil moisture at 1 km ×
1 km spatial resolution using the change detection technique
applied to Sentinel-1 SAR time series. Recently, El Hajj et al.
[23] developed an operational method to map soil moisture at
the plot scale over agricultural areas based on coupling S1-SAR
data and Sentinel-2 (S2) optical data using the NN technique.
The synergic use of S1 and S2 data allowed the provision of
soil moisture product at the plot scale (S2MP) for several sites
over the world (South France, Lebanon, etc.) Most recently, the
Copernicus Global Land Service has started providing SSM
of the soil’s topmost 5 cm over the European continent from
Sentinel-1 sensors at 1 km × 1 km spatial resolution using the
change detection method [24].

The objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of
the Copernicus SSM (C-SSM) product and S2MP product over
a wide region in South France. In this study, both products are
first evaluated against in situ measurements of soil moisture.
The new Copernicus SSM product was then intercompared with
the SSM estimations from the S2MP. The correlation between the
products was analyzed as a function of the land cover. Section II
presents the SSM products used, the in situ SSM measurements,
and the applied methods. The results and discussions are pre-
sented in Section III. Finally, Section IV presents the main
conclusions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Study Site

The study site examined is the Occitanie region of southern
France (centered on 2◦30′E and 43◦30′N, Fig. 1), with an area
of 72 724 km2 [see Fig. 1(a)]. Fig. 1(b) presents the land cover of
the studied region derived from the land cover map produced by
Inglada et al. [25] and made available via the Theia French Land
Data Center (http://www.theia-land.fr/en/thematic-products).
The region has a variety of landscape and is mainly covered
by agricultural areas in the middle and western parts. The
northern regions are generally covered with a mix of forests,
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grassland and agricultural crop land. The eastern region is gen-
erally covered with a mix of agricultural crop land, grassland,
and vineyards. Fig. 1(c) shows the elevations derived from the
digital elevation model (DEM) of the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) at a 1 arc-second spatial resolution (∼30 m).
The climate in the eastern part of the region is considered
Mediterranean (approximately 700 mm average annual precip-
itation), whereas that of the western part is more humid and
oceanic (approximately 1200 mm average annual precipitation)
(http://www.meteofrance.com/climat/france/).

B. In Situ Soil Moisture Measurements

Over an area near Montpellier, France [see Fig. 1(a)], the SSM
values were measured on 23 reference plots (10 grassland and
13 wheat) during the period between January 1, 2017 and May
31, 2017 [23]. The SSM values were measured within 2 h of
the S1 acquisition time in 22 different campaigns at different
dates of S1 acquisition. For each plot, 25–30 volumetric soil
moisture measurements were taken from the top 5 cm layer using
a calibrated time delay reflectometer (TDR). Then, within each
plot, the SSM measurements were averaged to obtain a mean
value for each plot. The measured soil moisture values varied
between 7.0 and 36.3 vol%.

C. S2MP Product

The S2MP product is obtained by coupling Sentinel-1 SAR
data and Sentinel-2 optical data. The S2MP product provides
SSM estimates over the agricultural areas at plot scale with six
days revisit time [23]. To estimate the SSM values, El hajj et al.
[23] inverted the WCM parameterized by Baghdadi et al. [26]
for C-band combined with the IEM, as modified by Baghdadi
et al. [13]. The inversion approach uses the NN technique to
invert the radar signal into SSM value. To operationally map the
soil moisture, the developed NN uses the C-band SAR signal
in VV polarization, SAR incidence angle, and the normalized
differential vegetation index (NDVI) as the inputs. While the
SAR signal and incidence angle are derived from the S1 data,
the NDVI value is derived from Sentinel-2 images. To overcome
the cloud limit usually present in optical images, one NDVI
image each month is usually used to obtain the NDVI value
required for the inversion. The S2MP maps are produced for
agricultural areas (it is not applied to vineyards and orchards).
Forest and urban areas are masked using the land cover map
of Inglada et al. [25]. Additionally, areas with slope greater
than 20% are masked in the soil moisture product (calculated
from SRTM DEM at 30-m spatial resolution). The S2MP are
available in free open access mode via the Theia French Land
Data Center (http://www.theia-land.fr/en/thematic-products).
In this study, only the S2MP maps for images in ascending mode
were produced and compared to in situ and C-SSM data for two
main reasons. First S1 images in descending mode are acquired
at 05:40 UT with a high probability of freeze in winter causing
an underestimation of SSM [27]. Second, in situ measurements
were acquired within 2 h of the ascending S1 acquisitions.
Thus, our in situ measurements could be not applicable to SSM
estimations obtained from S1 images in descending mode.

D. Copernicus SSM product

Recently, Copernicus Global Land Service began to distribute
the first soil moisture estimations over the European continent
at a 1-km spatial resolution using S1 data in C-band [24]. The
SSM retrieval algorithm is based on the TU (University of
Technology) Wien Change Detection Model already applied
for the ASCAT data and adapted for Sentinel-1 data. In the
applied model, the changes observed in the SAR backscattered
coefficient (σ0) are interpreted as changes in the soil moisture
values, whereas other surface properties such as the geometry,
the surface roughness, and the vegetation cover are interpreted
as static parameters. To estimate relative SSM at time t (SSMt)
in percent (%), the backscattered coefficient σ0(θ, t) observed
at time t with a given SAR incidence angle θ is normalized to
a reference angle Θ and linearly scaled between dry and wet
reference values

SSMt =
Δσ0 (Θ, t)

S (Θ)
[%] (1)

where Δσ0(Θ, t) is the change in the normalized backscatter
(relative to dry conditions), and S(Θ) is the sensitivity to the
SSM changes at reference angle Θ = 40◦, expressed as follows:

S (Θ) = σ0
wet (Θ)− σ0

dry (Θ) [dB] (2)

where σ0
wet(Θ) and σ0

dry(Θ) are the highest and lowest
backscattered values at the individual location, respectively.

The C-SSM products at 1-km spatial resolution are retrieved
from the Sentinel-1 radar backscattering images acquired in IW
mode and VV polarization. The product delivers relative SSM
values in percentages ranging between 0% and 100%. In the case
of extremely dry conditions, frozen soil, snow-covered soil, and
flooding, the C-SSM retrieval is ill posed. In these cases, the
C-SSM does not provide estimation, and it encodes values of
241 and 242 in the product. Moreover, the product masks water
surfaces (sea, lakes, rivers, etc.), urban areas, and dense forests
with values equal to 252. High undulating terrains with slopes
greater than 30% are also masked in the product and encoded as
253.

The C-SSM product values were converted to a volumetric
unit (vol%) in order to compare the C-SSM estimations produced
in relative units (%), with measured soil moisture being given in
absolute volumetric unit (vol%). Thus, the C-SSM values were
converted to vol% unit (SSMα) by using the 90% confidence
interval of a Gaussian distribution [28] equal to μ+ 1.65σ,
where μ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the
TDR ground data

SSMα(t) = SSM(t)×(SSMmax − SSMmin) + SSMmin (3)

where SSMα(t) is the volumetric SSM at a time t (in vol%),
SSM(t) is the relative C-SSM soil moisture content (in %),
SSMmax is the maximum measured wetness value (in vol%)
equal to μ+ 1.65σ, and SSMmin is the minimum measured
wetness value (in vol%) equal to μ− 1.65σ. Using the in-
situ measured soil moisture values, SSMmax = 39.7 vol% and
SSMmin = 7.5 vol%.
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Fig. 2. C-SSM product over South France. White areas represent the mask
applied in the C-SSM product. Arrows are used to highlight the discontinuity
observed between the subswaths with the C-SSM product. Magenta polygons
are used to calculate the C-SSM mean value at the subswath limits.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the C-SSM product covering a
part of southern France on 25/03/2017. The physical soil mois-
ture values of the C-SSM product are converted to volumetric
units (vol%). Strong discontinuities are observed in the C-SMM
product between the different subswaths of Sentinel-1 SAR data
(black arrows). As an example, the statistical mean calculated
for the two magenta polygons in Fig. 2 (at both sides of the
two subswaths) shows that the difference in SSM estimates is
11 vol%.

E. Methods

Since the C-SSM product is produced at a 1-km spatial
resolution, and the S2MP product is produced at the plot scale,
the evaluation was carried out at a 1 km × 1 km spatial resolution
(the same grid of the C-SSM product). For each field campaign,
the in situ soil moisture measurements carried out on all plots
within the same 1 km × 1 km of the C-SSM grid cell were
averaged. Moreover, the S2MP product was also aggregated
by averaging the high-resolution soil moisture pixels of S2MP
within each C-SSM cell of 1 km × 1 km. This means that, at a
given date, for each C-SSM cell (1 km × 1 km) the values of
the S2MP estimations within the cell were averaged to obtain a
1 km × 1 km S2MP value. Therefore, for each available S2MP
map, the mean soil moisture values were calculated for the
corresponding C-SSM grid.

First, S2MP and C-SSM were evaluated by comparing SSM
values from each product (at 1-km spatial resolution) with the in
situ soil moisture, which were also averaged at 1-km C-SSM grid
cell. Since both SSM products have been produced at different
temporal resolution (in this study S2MP was applied only on
S1 acquisitions in ascending mode whereas that C-SSM was
generated for all S1 overpasses), only those SSM maps with
common dates between S2MP, C-SSM, and in situ campaigns
were considered in the comparison. Thus, the sample size used
for the comparison is the same for both SSM products. The

accuracy of the products was determined using the statistical
metrics including the Pearson correlation coefficient (R), the
root mean square difference (RMSD), the bias (estimated SSM–
measured SSM), and the unbiased root mean square difference
(ubRMSD). These metrics are calculated as follows:

R =

∑n
i=1

[(
Oi − Ō

) (
Pi − P̄

)]

√
∑n

i=1 (Oi − Ō)
2
√

∑n
i=1 (Pi − P̄ )

2
(4)

RMSD =

√
1

n

∑n

i=1
(Oi − Pi)

2 (5)

Bias =
1

n

∑
(Oi − Pi) (6)

ubRMSD =
√
RMSD2 − Bias2 (7)

where Pi is the in situ measurement at grid cell i, Oi is the SSM
product estimation at grid cell i, P̄ is the average value of the
in situ measurements at all compared grid cells, and Ō is the
average value of the SSM product estimation at all grid cells.
The four statistical metrics were calculated for each product.
The obtained results are presented in Section III-A.

Then, an intercomparison was performed between the S2MP
and the C-SSM products over the entire Occitanie region for the
period between October 1, 2016 and October 1, 2017 using the
statistical metrics R, RMSD, bias, and ubRMSD. The intercom-
parison was performed at each grid cell using SSM estimates
over one year. Since the two products have a different temporal
resolution, only those SSM values with common dates between
the S2MP and C-SSM were considered in the intercomparison.
The same grid of C-SSM was used for the regridding of S2MP.
For each C-SSM cell (1 km× 1 km), the S2MP SSM estimations
existing within the C-SSM cell were averaged to obtain a 1 km×
1 km S2MP value. The statistical metrics were not calculated for
those cells where the S2MP product or the C-SSM product does
not provide soil moisture estimation over the entire year due
to the applied masks. Four maps, each representing one of the
statistical metrics, are presented and discussed in Section III-B.

Finally, the temporal evolution of the soil moisture esti-
mations derived from both SSM products was investigated.
This temporal evolution was performed for one wheat and one
maize grid cell (the cell is predominantly covered by wheat and
maize, respectively). Temporal profiles are further presented in
Section III-C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison Between SSM Products and In Situ SSM

The SSM values of each product were evaluated using the in
situ SSM measurements during the period between January 2017
and May 2017. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the SSM
products and the in situ SSM measurements, whereas Table I
summarizes the statistical metrics obtained from the comparison
of each product with the in situ measurements. In general, the
accuracy of the S2MP product is higher than that of the Coper-
nicus SSM. The S2MP shows a higher R value than that of the
Copernicus SSM. Additionally, the RMSD is lower for the S2MP
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Fig. 3. SSM products against in situ measurements. (a) S2MP-1 km. (b) Copernicus SSM-1 km.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE COMPARISON BETWEEN SSM PRODUCTS AND in situ SSM MEASUREMENTS

than for the Copernicus SSM. Both products show approximate
unbiased estimations. However, the bias between in situ and
satellite soil moisture could be driven from the soil texture
maps used for converting dielectric constant in volumetric soil
moisture as well as from the accuracy of inversion approaches.
Nevertheless, the Copernicus SSM product performs well with
an RMSD of approximately 6 vol%. Notably, the p-value of the
comparison for both products is lower than 0.01, which indicates
that the correlation is significant.

B. Comparison Between S2MP and C-SSM Products

Fig. 4 represents the maps of statistical metrics calculated
from the comparison between the SSM from the S2MP and
C-SSM products during the period between October 2016 and
October 2017. Fig. 4(a) represents the correlation coefficient R
between the two products, Fig. 4(b) represents the RMSD values,
Fig. 4(c) shows the bias values (C-SSM - S2MP), and Fig. 4(d)
shows the ubRMSD values over the Occitanie region. Moderate-
to-high correlation values between the compared products are
observed, mainly in the western, middle, and eastern parts of
Occitanie (R between 0.5 and 0.9). Fig. 4(b) shows that the
RMSD values for these parts are approximately homogeneous
and ranging between 4 and 6 vol%. The ubRMSD [see Fig. 4(d)]
for these parts show also low values. Between these parts, only
the eastern part shows high positive bias values (between 2 and
4 vol%). The correlation map [see Fig. 4(a)] shows low values
mainly in the northern part of Occitanie, with moderate RMSD

values (between 6 and 8 vol%). High RMSD values (more than
8 vol%) are observed for the northeastern part. The bias map
for the northern area shows high positive values [see Fig. 4(c)].
The ubRMSD is generally homogeneous over the Occitanie,
with values ranging between 3 and 7 vol%. Notably, the fringes
observed in the maps are due to the heterogeneity of the SSM
estimates in the C-SSM product at the borders of the subswath,
as illustrated in Section II-D. The great difference in SSM values
observed at the limit of the subswath induces a difference of bias
values between two adjacent areas at the limit of the subswath
(case of far western part in R, bias and ubRMSD maps).

For some Copernicus cells (1 km × 1 km), only a small
number of S2MP pixels are sometimes used for calculating the
average soil moisture estimation from S2MP. For example, only
8.5% of 1 km × 1 km cells contain between 20 and 200 S2MP
pixels (the minimum was fixed to 20 pixels) whereas 75% of
the 1 km × 1 km cells contain more than 1000 S2MP pixels.
The correlation between the two products for the cells with
low number of S2MP pixels was analyzed mainly for the cells
containing between 20 and 200 S2MP pixels. Results showed
that there are as many low values as high values of the correlation
coefficient (R) between both products at these cells (the same
number of cells with R less than 0.3, between 0.3 and 0.5 and
with R higher than 0.5).

The statistical metrics obtained from the comparison of both
SSM products are analyzed as a function of the land cover [see
Fig. 1(b)]. The S2MP product provides soil moisture estimation
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Fig. 4. Statistical metrics maps at 1-km grid generated from the comparison between the C-SSM and S2MP over the Occitanie region. (a) Correlation coefficient
R map, (b) RMSD map, (c) bias map, and (d) ubRMSD map.

over agricultural crop land only grown in summer and winter
(urban, forest, grassland, and vineyards are masked), which
should be considered before analyzing the effect of the land
cover. Thus, we suppose that the soil moisture calculated from
the S2MP product is the same for the whole cell of 1 km × 1 km
(not composed only of crops). The results reveal that the western
and middle parts show the highest R values with smallest bias
and RMSD values. In the land cover map, this area shows a
majority of summer and winter crops (more than 65% of the
area). The eastern part that shows high correlation values but
moderate-to-high bias values is composed of a mix of vineyards
(30%), grassland (30%), and summer–winter crops (14%). The
northern part, with the lowest R and moderate RMSD and bias
values, is generally occupied with a mix of grassland (60% of
the area) and forests (23% of the area). This part comprises no
more than 9% agricultural areas. Finally, the northeastern part
(high RMSD and bias values) is mostly covered by a mix of
forests (40%) and grassland (40%).

Fig. 5 shows the scatter plots for the comparison between
the C-SSM and S2MP over four different cells (each of 1 km ×
1 km) with four different land cover types. Fig. 5(a) shows the
scatter plot comparison over a cell with mainly grasslands (89%
grassland and 6% summer crops). The comparison indicates low
correlation (R = 0.2) but moderate RMSD value (7.6 vol%) and
unbiased estimation. Fig. 5(b) shows the scatter plot for a cell
covered with mainly agricultural areas (80% summer and winter
crops and 5% grassland). In this case, the C-SSM and S2MP
are highly correlated (R = 0.8, RMSD = 4.6 vol%, bias =
1 vol%). This result confirms the evaluation results obtained

in Section III-A, where both the C-SSM and S2MP show good
agreement with in situ measurements over agricultural areas.
Fig. 5(c) shows the SSM estimations of both products over a
cell with mainly forests (86% forests and 7% summer crops).
In this cell, the overestimation of C-SSM with respect to the
S2MP is visible (bias = 8 vol%). In fact, over forests, the
backscattered signal in C-band is highly affected by the for-
est canopy because the penetration of the SAR signal to the
ground surface is very low. High backscattering coefficients
that are observed in the forest could induce high soil moisture
estimations in C-SSM and thus an overestimation of SSM by the
C-SSM product. Similarly, Fig. 5(d) shows the intercomparison
at a cell with a mix of agricultural and vineyard areas (75%
vineyards and 18% summer crops) with high bias values, where
the C-SSM highly overestimates the S2MP. High biased values
over vineyards (5.6 vol%) are due to the high backscattering
signal reflected from metals and wooden stakes that are usually
present in vineyards. Baghdadi et al. [29] demonstrated that
vineyards have strong radar backscattering signal because of
these stakes. This strong backscattering signal, which is not
related to the soil contribution, could induce higher soil moisture
estimations.

The analysis of the SSM products’ quality according to land
cover type reveals that over areas mainly used for cereals and
market gardening (the case of the middle and western parts), the
correlation between the SSM products is high, indicating high
consistency in soil moisture estimation between the products.
When the area becomes more occupied by grassland (the case in
the northern part), the correlation decreases but keeps moderate
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Fig. 5. C-SSM against S2MP over cell of 1 km × 1 km for (a) mainly grassland (89%), (b) mainly agricultural areas (80% summer and winter crops), (c) mainly
forests (86%), and (d) mainly vineyards (75%).

RMSD and bias values. However, when the forested area domi-
nates and the land cover becomes more heterogeneous (forests,
grassland, agricultural, etc.) (the case in the northeastern part),
an overestimation of C-SSM with respect to S2MP is observed.
Moreover, when the vineyards are dominant in the land cover
(the case of the eastern part), overestimation of C-SSM with
respect to S2MP is observed. The limitation observed over het-
erogeneous land cover for the C-SSM product could be related
to the spatial resolution because the product is produced at a
1-km pixel size and not at a fine scale.

C. Temporal Behavior of SSM Series

The temporal evolution of the soil moisture values was in-
vestigated over two cells (1 km × 1 km): one totally covered
with winter wheat cultivation [see Fig. 6(a)] near Montpellier,

France, and the second with summer maize cultivation in the
western part near Tarbes, France [see Fig. 6(b)]. For the wheat
cell, in situ soil moisture values are also available. Unfortunately,
in situ measurements are not available over the maize cell of the
western part. In addition to S2MP and C-SSM estimates, the
NDVI values derived from Sentinel-2 temporal series images
and averaged over the 1-km grid cell were also plotted. The
precipitation amounts derived from a local metrological station
near each cell [local station in Montpellier for Fig. 6(a) and
local station in Tarbes for Fig. 6(b)] were used to qualitatively
analyze the behavior of the SSM products. The temporal reso-
lution of the C-SSM is also higher than that of the S2MP; thus,
more points are obtained for the C-SSM product. As mentioned
before, the correlation coefficient could only be calculated for
soil moisture values of the common estimation dates. For both
land cover types, the correlation coefficient between the SSM
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Fig. 6. Temporal series of SSM values derived from C-SSM and S2MP products over (a) winter wheat cultivation cell and (b) summer maize cultivation cell.

products is significant (0.63 for maize and 0.77 for wheat).
For the maize cell, the RMSD value is of 5.7 vol%, whereas
that of the wheat is 5.2 vol%. Moreover, both products show a
consistency with the precipitation events. After a precipitation
event, high soil moisture values are estimated in both products
(in both maize and wheat cases). However, the C-SSM values
frequently show very high SSM values following rainfall events,
and the estimation reaches 100% in relative soil moisture (39.7
vol% in volumetric soil moisture). Following a dry period, both
products show low soil moisture values, thus expressing dry soil
conditions.

An important point in the temporal series concerns the winter
wheat cultivation. During the period between March 30, 2017
and April 29, 2017 [black box in Fig. 6(a)], the C-SSM fails to
estimate accurate soil moisture values. The relative soil moisture
obtained from the C-SSM product is approximately 0% during
this period (which corresponds to volumetric soil moisture of
approximately 7.5 vol%). When comparing these values to the
in situ soil moisture measurement, we find that C-SSM abruptly
drops down and underestimates the soil moisture. For the same
period, the S2MP does not provide any SSM estimation (gap in

the red curve). This is due to the fact that over dense vegetation
(the case of the wheat with NDVI > 0.7), the soil contribution in
the SAR signal in C-band becomes negligible, and the estimation
of soil moisture could not be obtained. El Hajj et al. [30] studied
the penetration of C-band SAR data over wheat, maize, and
grassland. They showed that the C-band in VV polarization is not
able to penetrate the wheat canopy when the vegetation is well
developed (NDVI > 0.7). As a result, the estimation of the SSM
values is not reliable. For this reason, in the S2MP algorithm,
a mask was applied to eliminate those likely unreliable SSM
values for NDVI greater than 0.7 and SSM estimations that are
less than 5 vol%.

For the maize canopy [see Fig. 6(b)], both products are able
to estimate the soil moisture values, even with well-developed
vegetation. For example, between the end of July and the end
of August, the NDVI remains high (approximately > 0.8), and
both products are able to show reliable SSM values. The SSM
values decrease during a time span without rainfall events and
increase following a rainfall event, even when the canopy is well
developed. However, both El Hajj et al. [30] and Joseph et al. [31]
reported that the soil contribution to the C-band backscattering is
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notable when the maize canopy is well developed due to the high
order scattering along the soil-vegetation pathway that contains
the soil contribution.

IV. CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of SSM in
southern France estimated by the Sentinel-1/Sentinel-2-derived
S2MP and the new C-SSM product at 1-km scale. Using in situ
measurements, the accuracy of each product was first evaluated
and determined by the Pearson correlation coefficient (R), the
RMSD, the bias, and the ubRMSD. Then, an intercomparison
between the products was performed for one year (between Oc-
tober 2016 and October 2017) over the entire Occitanie region,
South France. The results of the intercomparison were further
discussed as a function of the land cover. The results reveal that
both products show good reliability with in situ measurements.
However, S2MP shows higher accuracy (RMSD = 4.0 vol%,
R = 0.77) than the C-SSM (RMSD = 6.0 vol%, R = 0.48)
when compared to in situ measurements over agricultural areas
and grasslands. The analysis of the intercomparison between
the products as a function of the land cover shows that the
S2MP and C-SSM are highly correlated over dense agricultural
areas (mainly cereals of winter and summer). When the land
cover becomes more heterogeneous (mix of forests, grassland,
and vineyards with agricultural areas), the correlation between
the products decreases. The C-SSM tends to overestimate SSM
values over cells containing vineyards and forests. In addition,
the C-SSM sometimes shows underestimated SSM values when
the vegetation is well developed. In wheat areas, the underesti-
mation is approximately 7.5 vol% when NDVI is greater than
0.7. On the other hand, the algorithm of S2MP eliminates likely
unreliable SSM values for NDVI greater than 0.7 because the
SSM estimations in this case are less than 5 vol%.
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